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Subject: Spain, Europe, and NATO (Part III of VI) 
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-

The Se cretary 
Mr. Emme tt B. Ford, Jr. 
Mr. Jose DeSeabra 

Foreign Minister Castiella 
Ambassador to US Merry Del Va l 
Mr. Ramon Sedo, Director 

Distribution: 

General for Political Affairs , 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Nuno Aguirre de Career, 
Minister Counselor at the 
Spanish Embassy in Washington 
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S/P USUN-3 AmEmbassy PARIS 
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The Secretary asked whether there had been any new 
developments in the relationship between Spain and other 
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European countries. For example, he wondered whether there 
had bee n any changes after the elections in Norway. 

Ca stiella replied that Spanish relations with Norway 
had been improving steadily over the last two years despite 
some sniping at Spain in the Socialist Norwegian press. 
In general, relations with the other Scandinavian countries 
were quite good, while relations with the Italians were much 
improved. 

Castiella mentioned one problem with respect to the 
Common Market, however -- the price of oranges. Spain thus 
far has the full support of Germany and the Benelux countries; 
France seems to understand the problem; and Spain hopes to 
enlist the help of the Italians. In this connection Castiella 
said that Fanfani was a warm personal friend. 

Castiella asked whether any changes had been contemplated 
in NATO. 

The Secretary said that he could certainly imagine that 
changes would be made. He said, however, that it is important 
that France make the suggestions. France may very well make 
good suggestions to which we can agree, whereas we sometimes 
feel that the French are constrained to disapprove some of 
our suggestions simply because we have made them. 

On the whole, however, the Secretary saw no fundamental 
changes in the world situation. There is certainly no change 
of heart in Moscow. Soviet prudence is dictated primarily by 
the expenditure on the part of the West of $1 trillion for 
defense since 1947. We cannot, therefore, assume that there 
is a great detente. If we dismantle NATO, we may well 11 tempt 
thieves." 

The Secretary remarked he could not forget the Berlin 
crisis of 1961 and 1962, during which period Khrushchev 
threatened President Kennedy with war. Neither could he 
forget the Cuban missile crisis in 1962. Thus we feel that 
NATO cannot be dismantled or severely weakened as yet, 
although we realize that this view is not very agreeable in 
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some European capitals where people seem to think we are 
in a new era. 
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